The Office of Academic Resources (OAR) App

ABOUT THE OAR
The Office of Academic Resources (OAR) offers Haverford College students an array of services designed to enhance their academic potential and supplement the many academic and enrichment opportunities already available to them through their course work and research at Haverford College.

GOALS FOR THE APP
• Provide basic office information
• Allow students to reserve rooms in the OAR
• Provide Youtube feed of OAR videos
• List upcoming Events
• Provide students with study tools

UX REPORT RESULTS
Through the use of guerilla style user research, we asked users to test our app and respond on three different categories, rating each on a scale of 1-7
• For Usability, many users rated the app fairly usable (average score 4.5), especially the study buddy activity. The only low scores in this category were from users who rarely used the OAR
• For Complexity, most users commented that it was relatively simple, giving an average score of 2.9
• For Ease of Use, many reiterated that it was a very simple app to use, and cited this as one of the strengths, giving an average score of 6.0

ACTIVITIES
• Upcoming Events
  • Provides a list of events taken from the organization’s Google Calendar
• Reserve a Room
  • Formats an email for the user to reserve one of the study rooms in the OAR
• OARTV
  • Shows the OAR YouTube channel feed
• General Information
  • Provides contact information, the hours of availability for the OAR, and general information about the OAR purpose
• Study Buddy
  • Add Homework Assignment
  • Helps the user put assignments on their personal calendar
  • Note Taker Images
  • Allows the user to take a picture of work or graphs on a board and saves it to the user’s Google Drive